Team Fusion Elite

Inner Circle
Personal Production Qualification Checklist
Inner Circle Members are chosen for being exemplary in the areas of Commitment, Consistency, Production
and Integrity. Since Inner Circle Members represent the highest level of leadership within our team, they MUST
lead by example with their personal production. This checklist shows the minimum requirement that an Inner
Circle Candidate must complete for each quarter that they wish to be considered for the Inner Circle.

Participation in the Potato Pak Pledge. This means you are setup on the
Potato Pak Autoship Pledge, (which can be set up from the Team Fusion Mobile App), and
have made a monthly donation (any amount) for all months during the quarter.

Minimum Personal Customer Requirement. To qualify for the Inner Circle,
you MUST have acquired 3 customers during the Quarter and at least 1 of those
customers must be a Prime Customer.

Personally Registered for the next Kyani Corporate Conference,
International Leadership Academy or Team Fusion Homecoming Event. Event
pre-registration will be checked two weeks before the start of the next upcoming event
or at the end of the quarter, whichever comes first.

Team Registration for the next Kyani Corporate Conference,
International Leadership Academy or Team Fusion Homecoming Event. To
qualify for Inner Circle for your 1st time of the year you MUST have at least 5 distributors
in your team pre-registered for the next upcoming event during the Quarter and at least
2 of those distributors must be outside of your power leg. To qualify for Inner Circle for
your 2nd, 3rd or 4th time of the year, you MUST have at least 10 distributors in your team
pre-registered for the next upcoming event during the Quarter and at least 4 of those
distributors must be outside of your power leg.

Minimum Rank of Sapphire. To qualify for Inner Circle, you MUST have
achieved a minimum rank of Sapphire by the end of the 3rd month of the Quarter. You
MUST also be showing a Paid-As-Rank of Sapphire or higher by the end of the 3rd month
of the Quarter.

